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Abstract. The proliferation of knowledge graph validation using the
Shapes Constraint Language (SHACL) has catalyzed significant efforts
toward automating the extraction of SHACL shapes. These shapes may
be derived from RDF graphs, or the various components which are in-
volved in their creation, e.g., ontologies, raw data schemas, and mapping
rules. In SCOOP, we integrate shapes extracted from these components,
however, no system exists that enables the users to streamline the extrac-
tion and integration processes. In this work, we present SCOOP-UI, a
web application built on top of SCOOP to provide an editor for the users
to handle the different component’s resources to extract and integrate
their SHACL shapes. This work enables users to get directly involved in
the translation of various resources into SHACL shapes, as well as in the
integration of these shapes to produce a unified representation.
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1 Introduction

Automatic extraction of shapes e.g., in the Shapes Constraint Language1 (SHACL),
to validate RDF graphs is crucial to guarantee consistency in data transforma-
tion. Extracting SHACL shapes leverage either the RDF graph directly [5] or
associated sources such as ontologies [1], raw data schemas [4], and mapping
rules [2] utilized in constructing the RDF graph. The former approach entails
constraint extraction via direct analysis of the RDF graph, whereas the latter
involves the translation of pre-existing constraints into SHACL constraints.

While the majority of current research concentrates on extracting shapes
from an individual source [3], e.g., from RDF graphs, ontologies, raw data

1 https://www.w3.org/TR/shacl/
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Fig. 1: SHACL shape extraction and integration via SCOOP-UI

schemas, and mapping rules, no attention has been given to the potential coexis-
tence of diverse sources related to RDF graph creation. SCOOP2 [3], a shape inte-
gration framework, addressed this research gap. By leveraging SCOOP, SHACL
shapes extracted from the raw data schema and ontology used to create an
RDF graph according to a set of mapping rules, can be integrated into a unified
SHACL shapes graph, facilitating comprehensive validation of RDF graphs.

This work presents the SCOOP-UI3, an open-source web-based application
built on top of SCOOP4, aiming to facilitate the automatic extraction and in-
tegration of SHACL shapes. SCOOP-UI supports (i) the extraction of a shapes
graph from a single file, such as XML Schema (XSD) via its XSD2SHACL com-
ponent, RDF Mapping Language (RML) via its RML2SHACL component, and
Web Ontology Language (OWL) via its OWL2SHACL component; (ii) the ex-
traction and integration of a unified shapes graph from multiple files (integrate
either shapes extracted or existing). Last, it offers various predefined integration
strategies; and also allows user-defined integration source priority.

2 SCOOP-UI Features

This section presents the functions and configurations supported by SCOOP-UI.

Core functions SCOOP-UI may have a single file or multiple files as the input
which can be raw data schemas, ontologies, mapping rules, or SHACL shapes.

Single file input. When a single file is given as input, e.g., a raw data
schema, an ontology, or a set of mapping rules, the application automatically

2 Paper accepted by ESWC 2024 Resource Track
3 https://demos.citius.usc.es/scoop/
4 https://github.com/dtai-kg/SCOOP
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Fig. 2: SHACL shape integration via SCOOP-UI

triggers the corresponding shapes extraction component to directly generate the
corresponding SHACL shapes. As the layout illustrated in Figure 1, if only the
Mapping Rules text area is filled while leaving other text areas empty, the SHACL
shapes will be extracted via the RML2SHACL component.

Multiple files inputs. When multiple files from a single source or multiple
sources are given as inputs, the application invokes the corresponding shape
extraction components to extract the shapes (e.g., the XSD2SHACL component
when files from the XSD source are given or the RML2SHACL component if
some mapping rules from the XSD source are given). Subsequently, the shape
integration module in SCOOP integrates the extracted shapes from various files
into a unified shapes graph. As depicted in Figure 1, upon giving multiple files
by populating the text area or uploading files via the upload button, within
Raw Data Schemas, Mapping Rules, and Ontologies, the application automatically
performs the extraction and integration, then presents a unified shapes graph in
the SHACL shapes text area.

Multiple SHACL shapes inputs. While SCOOP is designed to accommo-
date various input sources to extract and then integrate shapes, this application
isolates the integration module of SCOOP to enable the support for integrat-
ing multiple files from SHACL shapes. As illustrated in Figure 2, the application
also caters to users who seek to integrate multiple existing SHACL shapes graphs
without the need for extraction.

Configurations SCOOP-UI empowers users to select from three integration
strategies: SCOOP-All, SCOOP-Prior, and SCOOP-Prior-R. The adoption of
different strategies influences the resolution of inconsistent constraints. The All
aims to integrate all constraints from extracted or existing shapes, utilizing log-
ical constraint components (e.g., sh:or) to resolve potential inconsistencies. The
Prior integrates constraints from lower-priority sources that are not inconsistent
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with constraints from higher-priority sources, based on user-defined priorities.
The Prior-R is designed to filter out redundant shapes from the ontology source
relative to higher-priority sources. If the SCOOP-Prior or SCOOP-Prior-R strat-
egy is chosen, users have the flexibility to customize the priority of sources.

3 Architecture and Demonstration

SCOOP-UI3 is comprised of a front-end user interface, back-end service, and
API, facilitating an end-to-end workflow. The front-end interface is developed
using HTML, CSS, and JavaScript. It encompasses text areas and upload buttons
for inputs, clear buttons to clear given inputs, configuration options for shape
integration, an output text area for displaying results, and a download button to
download the generated shapes graph. The back-end service is constructed using
the FastAPI framework5, which receives requests from the front-end interface
and invokes the corresponding SCOOP modules. SCOOP currently incorporates
XSD2SHACL [4] for handling XSD files, RML2SHACL [2] for RML files, and
Astrea [1] for OWL files.

The SCOOP-UI offers test examples about students and real-world use cases
from railway infrastructure register6 (RINF) for each input source, conveniently
accessible through direct clicks, as depicted in Figures 1 and 2. In the demo, we
demonstrate the extraction of SHACL shapes from the single file of RML, XSD,
or OWL, and illustrate the impact of different configurations on the extracted
constraints when multiple files are given. We showcase the direct integration
process when multiple SHACL shapes are provided as inputs.

4 Conclusion

Through SCOOP-UI, users can seamlessly extract and integrate a unified shapes
graph directly from various sources without the need to familiarize themselves
with multiple shape extraction tools. Presently, our application supports input
from OWL, RML, XSD, and existing SHACL shapes. Its versatility allows for
potential expansion to accommodate additional sources in the future, contingent
upon the emergence of new shape extraction tools targeting other sources.
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